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The Future of Jobs In Irelmid. R.C. Geary
(ICTU Summer Course, Gahvay, 11 July 1977)

After a long lifetime study °of the endemic problem of

unemployment and underemployment ill Ireland in their statistical aspects

I have come firmly to a very simple conclusion which is that the problem must

be tackled directly. While economic development, i.e. the production of

marketable goods and services, must remain the principal strategy, it will

not suifiee for absorbing all job seekers: tile capital cost would be too great.

Recourse must be had to job creatiofi, mainly in the Construction industry

with the deliberate purpose of reducing the number seeking work. Of course,

there is nothing new in this. The only novelty would be cha_nge of emphasis.

’Nor must we strain for perfection: a substantial and permanent reduction

in the number of genuine work seekers will suffice. We have had quite enough

of idealism in this country. So the tone of the paper will not be admonitory for

once. The philosophy will be that of old in the public service: "the best is

the enemy of the good’~. We have done well Enough in the recent past to

justify optimism for the future: "ALl that we want is courage, resolution and

the involvement of everyone, :’ to quote the last sentence in the latest work

on unemployment with which I have been associated. The work proper opens

as follows:-

"The object of this paper is to make a contribution,
however small, towards the solution of one of Ireland’s
gravest social problems, the endemicaUy high unemployment
rate. The paper is almost entirely a loosely organised
compendium of previous work, including our own. The
present authors will be well content if the paper proves
useful in forming plans for putting people to work, or even
in contributing towards malting Irish people realise the
gravity of the problem they have in h.md, for such rcalisation
must lead to an insistence on action on an increased scale.
We are, emphatically, of the opiaion that the traditioaal

A Study of Schemes for the Ile}ief of Unemployment in h’cl,’md" by R.C. Gcary
and M. Dempsey (vith mn Al~P¢.ndix by E. Costa. 1.2SllI P, ro’tdsheet No. 14,
1977.
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thi,fldng on the subject is not enough. We do not suggest
new approaches. However, we do suggest qmphases so
diffez’ent as 1o constitute a fm~damental choaige of approach.

"In order to effect a substantial reduction in the
number of unemployed, our main proposals, which
admittedly have not the force of absolute proof even ,’ffter
our fairly elaborate examination, m~d hence require fuller
investigation, are as follows:-

¯ Considerably larger funds should be ex-pended
than heretofore, i.e. the problem must be accorded a
higher priority in public expenditure.

0 ]Perhaps cur principal thesis is that the
problem of unemployment must also be tackled by special
employment schemes, the maili object of which is not
economic but to put people to work. The fullest regard must

¯ be had to economic and social efficiency in the selection of
works to be tacMed, from the vast number of possible socially
useful works.

O Industrial development on an enhanced scale
must remain the principal method, as the most economical,

for putting the unemployed, including yom~g people with no
previous job, autonomou sly to work.

o Regard should be had to the potentialities of
employment induced from all forms of direct labour, in the

¯ service-type h~dustries (building, etc. ) and services proper.

¯ The tacit acceptance of continued decline in
numbers working in agricult~lre should be abandoned and
efforts made to increase employment therein by increased
investment, to reaLise something like double the present
physical volume of net output, stated by experts to be possible.

The Irish unemPloyment problem is due mainly
to too large a labour pool of unskilled men. Increased atLenLion

must be devoted to maMng education a training for iLfe and
to turning out increased numbers of trained people.

Even in the next tenyears, when those to come into
the labour market are already born, m~d hence number of job

seekers fairly accurately forecastable, with economic recovery
abroad it may be necessary to have recourse to some emigration
to ensure full employment at home.

Such emigration will be officially
reco~ised, to the extent that, before leaving, emigrants will

be properly trained and, ~ter leaving, their interests abroad
promoted.

o As a development o£ the present National Manpower
Service there will be created a National M:mpower Autl~ority
with ample autonomous power:; and funds, Lm(lcr t.hc general
direction of the Minister for I,abot.r. rc,qponaible for creating

full employment in Irclaud in the shortest po’a,,-:ible term o17
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years. The ambit of this Authority would extend to all
possible avenues of employment at home and abroad
Including some not mentioned above, e.g., subsidised
employment and employment in workers’ co-operatives.

NMA should glve the closest attention to detailed planning,
Including optimal selection of works, we!l in ad~vuce,
training of supervisors at all levels, inspection at irreg~lar
Intervals, records etc., of all Special Works Programmes
~W:P)."

° "

}

This monog-raph, published two months ago, was completed more

than a year since and was circulated’widely, particularly to public departments.

Our thinldng, prompted by further study, has deepened, though not in the

direction of any substantial change in what is invoh,ed in the foregoing quotation

’Indeed, what follows may be reg~trded as a commentary on it, in the general

direction of precision and extension.

°

COMET and ILO

¯ . ~ °

A major influence on our findings was the showing of the elaborate

econometric model COh[ET prepared by a group of Belgian scholars for the

EEC. This forecasting model was based on the statistics of

the period 1954-1971, on the whole favourable for Ireland. The model shows that

our unemployment rate is likely to increase from 7 to 16½ per cent between

1973 and 1980, a prog-nosis Which we describe as "dismal" and is our main

reason for stating that "a revolutionary approael~ will be necessary to effect

a reduction in the unemployment rate."

As we state in the paper, we were very interested to learn that

Department of Finance was developing its own version of COMET. laadeed,

the Department was good enough to furnish us with some qualifications on the

EEC model’s finding. No doubt wc shall bc ilfformcd in due course the extent
i

to which the Department’s model modifies, if at all, EEC’s forecast, which

lnakcs our prospect by far the worst "m~ongst EEC countries. Not only arc
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we the poorest of EEC countries but, unlcss something (h’astic is done about it,

our relative povel’ty is to be accentuated i’n Iuture. Surely this prospcct is

not acceptable by our people.

’" Could we not.make ttte COMET prognosis, especially if

verified by the Department of Finance model, the basis of a claim for very

special help from our EEC partners? Tactically not now perhaps when unemployment

is universal but as a future shot in our locker.

¯ , .

One of the most’gratifying aspects of our research was the

measure of cooperation we received from the International Labour Office

¯ {ILO). This included a fuil and valuable documentation from ILO’s vast

ezR0erience in the field of special employment schemes, briefly summarised

In our paper and of course available to the NMA. (We also were fortunate in

having" access to substantial Irish inter-departmental reports. ) Truth to say,

these schemes have not been generally successful in any country, in Ireland

In the past they were most successful in rural works. In our view, failure

In the past was mainly due to grossly insufficient funding. There were also

~dministrative errors. The literature is as useful in indicating what to

avoid in future as what to do.

ILO cooperation culminated in the h~ission to Ireland of

E. Costa. In Iris short stay he produced a remarkable memorandum, incorporath~g

a Special Works Programme CSW1°) wlfich we are co~ffident is a practical one,

In particular in avoiding the pitfalls referred to. Indeed, we were able to

state that we i’egard Costa’s contribution "as about the most impork-mt part

of this work."

We have.lately had a comment on our whole monograph

from Costa in which he states his full agreement with wlmt we propose. This

may not menu o[fichtl ILO cndor,,~cmcni but it must i~o tt long way to\~xrds it.
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In the paper we answer the question "Are the

unemployed a class apart ?" by ,’In the main, yes:" In the labour force we

have large numbers not exposed at all to the risk of mmmployment. These

Include state serx~ants m~d the self-employed 0nainly farmers and members of

their families). In 1936 (unfortunately the last Census of Population for which

we have the figures) three-quarters of the non-agricultural labour force

experienced no unemployment in the twelve months before Census date.

Normally (i. e. before the pi-esent depression) unemployment was incomparably

most severe in three unskilled occupations; these are very large and there

have been times when, if they were omitted, the unemployment rate would

have been as low as 4 per cent in non-agriculture, regarded as full employment

,
by some e:~perts in Irish conditions.

1

Geary has shoxx~ that in relation to our national income

/we are at the top of the EEC league in the matter of social security payments.

Duration of continuous tmemployment is long and increasing markedly. In

1973, i.e. before the depression, about half the number of both males and

females were in continuous registration on the Live Register (LR) for more than

six months. B. hi. Welsh has sho~m tlmt the probability for a male to remain for a

year or more on the LR nearly doubled in the six year period ca.. 1967-1973,

obviously mainly due to the rise in unemployment payments, much greater

proportionately than the rise in incomes. Walsh also calculated that in 1974

an unemployed father of four would have a net income of 88 per cent of average

net industrial earnings as long as he qualified for Unemployme,lt Benefit (UB)

(which qualification period has recently been more than doubled) and 48 per cent

�

"Certain Aspects of Non-Agricultural Unemployment in Ireland" by R.C. Geary
m~(1 J.G. l[ughes. I.:SllI lhtper No. 52, 1970.

"Arc Ireland’s Social Security Payments Too Small" by ]l. C. Geary. The Economic
and Scx~ial lh.view, Vol. 4, No. 3, 1973.
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wh~1 he was on Unemployment Assistance (UA). These percm~tages contrast

with the 32 per cent estimated by Geary and.Hughes for total payments in

F

1967 of non-agricultural UB and UA in relation to earnings which the workers

concerned would have received had they been employed. Of course timse

improvements are just in themselves. They are in the general direction of

the ideal proposed by Geary and Hughes of a civil service type contract for

everyone. The injustice of long term unemployment from the viewpoint of

the unemployed person does not lie only in lower pay, however, but also in

the humiliation of rejection by society. From the vie~q)oint of society as

a whole there is the appalling waste of paying people for doing nothing.

,Io

But to return to the opening question of this section, there is

clearly a markedtrend towards the formation of an unemployed subculture

of some one-fifth of the total working population of the State, ¯consisting of

those who are most of their time unemployed. The irony is that generous

treatment of the tmemployed accentuates this trend. We must take drastic

.

action to reverse it. In the eloquent words of an early unemployment act

"those able and willing to work but unable to find suitable employment" must

be put to work and social generosity confined to those unable to work or

very temporarily out of a job.

¯ " A case could be made for the thesis that an optimal economic

plan for the nation, i.e. one to maximisc real GNP per head would imply,

In Irish conditions, a permanent and fairly substantial level of unemployment

told, given Irish mores, such unemployed could even be assumed to be amply

provided for. This would imply a fairly well-defined division of the potentially

working population - into working bees and drones, inevitably second class

citizens. Personally I find this prospect unacceptable. Everyone who can
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work should work, even if tile result is ccoaomically suboptimal. Stated

otherwise: a marked diminution in the leve]~ of unemployment must i,lvolve

sacrifice amongst all members of the community, especially amongst its

abler me~pbers. It is a matter of the communit~,’s philosophy of life. A

two-tier society implies inequality, of a kind incompatible with freedom,

our highest value, lereedom inevitably implies a measure of incompetence in

the conduct of our affairs.

Em’igration

Reference to emigration is inevitable in any discussion of
t

Unemployment and employment in Ireland. No subject is so little understood

by our people.and its leaders, despite the considerable research literature

on the subject. Public discussion still implies coffin ships and Famine
i

conditions. Or. a slightly more sophisticated levell I reject the customary

distinction between vol~mtary and invohmtary emigration. We go to w.hatever

job our talents, opporttmity or luck ordain for us. Choice has little to do with

it: A street cleaner would prefer to be, say, a doctor. Is he then m~ involuntary

street cleaner ? Trade unionists should be the last to resent emigration since

It is because of emigration tlmt the wage rates for skilled craftsmen have

been.higher in Dublin than in London since before the Famine.

In the study we prefer to call emi~:ation "mobility of labour",

which is its true character. We arc firmly of the opinion that, except in the

ease of imperative personal (including family) circumstances, it is better to

have work abroad thm~ to be idle at home. In a drastically changing world,

Irish emigration in future will be very different from what it was in the past.

In futxtre it must be of suitably trained people, adequately looked after, fully.

recog~ised n nd not the nation’s shame.
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As stated earlier we do not thistle that full eliiployment can

ever’ be attained without some recourse to emigration. A small amxiety is

that the age of leisure has come up on people everywhere, so that there may

be a lesser demand for Irish labour in future than in the past.

At first it seems curious that,with the economic upsurge that

began about 1960,the unemployment rate also tended to increase, even before

the present depression. The diminution of net emigration ~as a major reason;

there were others, including capital-intensification, as we shall see. Probably

for the first time in history, most of our yotmg jobseekers thought that work

could be found in Ireland even if it had to be waited for; But in so thinking

they augmented the labour pools.

~’rom time immemorial a propensity to emigrate was an

Irish characteristic. Years ago when I was’privileged to address this

gathering I recall saying that at the time two out of five h-ish children

reaching the age of 14 emigrated, and this ona net basis. As recently as

the 19S0’s the rate increased to three out of five and it might not be an

exaggeration to say that nine out of ten considered emigration as a possibility.

Emigration is so much part of the Irish system that it may be unnatural to

rule it out as part of a grand strategy] for the nation. A first necessity in

devising ttiis strate~,, which I said must be revolutionary, is to shed political,

economic, and generally social, phoney g~ilt complexes. Whatever justification

these may have had in the past, they have none in the changed world of the

fut~re.

Ec onom ic A cLaptation

So much for a commentary on our published work. Maura

Dcmpsey and I arc well a(h-anccd on a continuatio,1 in which we confine attention

to purely economic aspects, but still with emphasis on employment prospects.
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So far we have examined our foreign trade and invcstment policy, based largely

on a study of recent statistics. I shall be sparing in my citation of figures,

which don’t take too kindly to the spoken word. Please take on trust my

general remarks as being sotmdly based.

Fore[g~ Trade

We examine Ireland’s recent visible foreign trade under two

main heads (i) countries and (ii) commodities. Fairly clear indications for

future policy emerge from this examination. Our prhmipal statistical instrument

is the ratio of value of imports to value of exq~orts.

¯ trade is already an elaborate statistical document.

Our paper on foreiD1

It has, however, only

indirect implications for our main topic employment, so we shall be content

with summarisLng it in the following paragraphs. We pick out only one item

which seems specially satisfactory. In 1976 our expori:s to EEC (except

UK) were at the respectable level of £500 million. Contrary to what had

been anticipated, Ireland has done more "flooding,, of EEC (ex UK) markets

thml vice versa, exports thereto increasing from 12 to 24 per cent of total

exports between 1970 and 1976 (we entered in 1973) mainly by transfer from

UK. Thegeo~-aphical pattern of imports clmnged little.

We start with recognition that the visible import balance in

recent years ¢~early £500 m in 19.76) is intolerably large. We are living far

beyond our means. We are dishonestly imposing a vast foreigm debt on the

shoulders Of our descendants, a debt which cammt be mitigated like the internal

debt by that other dishonesty, inflation. We must tackle the problem of increasing

exports and deere~’tsing imports, i.e. increase production of goods on a far

more intens[ve scale than l~itherto adopted, even since the economic upsurge

that started in 19G0.
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¯ There is not the faintest possibility of increased production

for export and import substitution on the s~ale required without industrial

efficiency, in which the mafia elements are price and salesmanship. We

can sell m~ything anywhere "if the price is right", in relation to quality

¯ of course.

We Imve made considerable use. of the ratio of the value

of imports to exports to discover the countries and commodity groups of

interest for expansion (positive.as regards exports, negative for imports).

We also make use of international comparison, usually with our EEC partners

¯ and other countries at an advanced stage of economic development. We find

that the ratios for commodity groups, and in tote for such countries, are

far better balanced than for Ireland. As such a phenomenon can be logically

justified we suggest that it’be adopted as a guide-line for Irish foreign

trade policy.
t

We have no intention of adopting the usual censorious

attitude towards Ireland’s actions and attitudes in our recommendations.

Especially since c._a_a. 1960 (and even later, since 1970) we have found many

excellent features, especially in exports, for instance h~ the improvement

of the ratio during the last few years. Tlds is most encouraging as showing

that we already have the people and the institntions to give effect to a forward

pokey.

Foreign trade must be brought into better balm~ee with our

.trading partners, i.e. a nearer to equality in value of exports and imports.

Improvement in this direction has cerk’tinly happened since 1970, i.e. a

lowering in the ratio of imports to exports with some countries. The device

Mmuld be used of shifting of our purchases 0reports) of given commodities

from poor to good customer countries for Iriqh goods. Such action should

be urm,3hamedly lln, eaiened I)3’ government. Promotion of Irish exports slmuld
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be the principal duty of Irish diplolnats abroad, eking out the efforts of competent

and assiduous salesmanship.

As regards commodity lines for’expansion, we claim only

to lmve made aj~rima facie case. It is for cxpc~:ts to make a choice. Our

methodology for discovering lines we should be "in" has been merely exemplified.

We are, however, fairly coIffident that the following suggestions will be fotald

to have some merit.

There should be great eA~ansion in the meat trade as compared

with live animal exports. This need not mem~ a skirt from live to dead exports:

on the contrary there might be ex~pansion in the live trade as well. The point

is that-in a great increase in the output of live animals by agriculture a higher

proportion of animals should be slaughtered at home.

Attention might be directed towards increasing e.x~ports in

already well devcl0pod food lines like dairy products (but towards cheese

and away from butter and milk), and m~imal feed. Amongst the less developed

products there are sea fish (but with stress on the entrep.~t trade on a world

or at least European scale) and vegetables, fresh m~d processed.

The country must have a larger share in motor vehicles,

machinery and other heavy industry. This will not mean such industries in

their entirety, but rather pieces thereof. Could we not make a stronger "set"

on great industrial countries outside EEC towards our being their Fifth

(industrial) Column inside EEC ?’ Our principal asset therefor is a oompar,~.tively

large available supply of trainable labour.

There/tre two aspcx~ts to the gig~mtic petroleum problem,

conservatio~ and home processing, both of which must be dcveiopcd to the full.

Wc arc glad to note th:tt our ESI~[ collca~ix~e, E.W. Ilen~’y, ~s aetix, ely eui~al~cd
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with other bodies, Irish and international, in studying the problem of

conserw~tion of energy. ¯ Having regard to t4m mag~itudc of imports, wc

consider that the savings to be effected by conservation alone would have

an appreciable effect on the import balmme¯

As to processing, comparison with our EEC partners alone

has shown bow essential it is to develop refining ahld petrocl~emical industries.

We have mentioned only a few of the possibilities of expansion

for ex2oort and import replacement, though possibly the largest. There are

literally hundreds of commodity lines and thousands of varieties which could

’be brought to light by the methods we lmve adopted, which involve a search

for products in large and increasing world demand, and in large production

by developed economies.

~crease in exports and in import substitution involve

Increased home production: Dimhmtion of imports of certain Hnes may

result in r edueted home consumption (as we hope, in the case of conservation

of energy) but in tlie large majority of cases will mean shift from import to

home production.

Great attention has been devoted to increasing exports in

this country, as in all others¯ The result has been that Irish exports have

had a eredii~ble record, though we here suggest consideration of attention

to new lines. At least equal attention, official m~d private, should now be

directed towards imports, with a view to diminution. As a matter of opinio~,

we think that import diminution may be more rewarding, as eo~{ducive to

the all-important need of promoling employment, than further expansion in

exports,
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The Investment A speqt
�.

]Production occurs from the cooperation of labour and capital in

their physical aspects. Either is helpless without the other. So far our

main statistical finding is the Marming growth of the capital requirement

in relation to labour, inimical, of course, to employment. The phenomenon

can be illustrated simply by three figures from our published report: in

non-agriculture during the period of economic resurgence, but before the

recession, in fact between 1958-1962 and 1969-1973 annual average rates

of growth in real GDFCF, real factor GNP and number at work were

approximately, in percentages, 9, 4½ told 1½. The rate of growth in

gross fixed capital formation was six times that of labour. Here is the

essence of our problem of the fut~are: capital (including cost of training

of labour) is in sho~-t,and labour is In long, supply.

There ire, however, hopeful aspects,if I am drawing the

right inference from the following line of ,q_nalysis. In 1970, remuneration

per worker was about £1,000, ~’oss profit (i. e. added value less labour

remuneration) per £1 physical capital was about £0.05. We le~ow number

at ,~:ork each year and have very roughly estimated the value of physical

capital applied at const,-mt prices. So, for each year 1960 to 1973 we can

estimate, at constant (1970) prices what GDP would be if the 1970 rates,

cited above for labour pay per head and profit per £1 capital applied.

Timse e~\~peeted_estimates of GDP are compared witl~ actual GDP at

factor cost and constant prices with the following remarkable result: Over

the period 1960-1973 annual average rates of growth of real GDP were

0.7 per cent for the constant factor input series and 3.9 per cent for

actual growth. Ilence no less than 83 per cent of anmml average growth

of real G1)P is uncxl)h~ined by input of lab.our and capital.
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Advisidly I call the estimatcs of capital used as "very rough".

l~y friends and former colleagues in CSO(I lq~ow their trouble~.)won’t mind my

~aying that one of our most grievous statistical lacunae is official estimates

of fixed capital stock. As a check I repeated the foregoing calculation for UK,

where capital stock estimates ar___9.c available, to find for the period 1966-1974

a rate of increase in real GD:P, unex’plained by input of labour and capital as

73 per cent, near enough to our Irish estimate of 83 per cent. In fact, we

may take the ratio at three-quarters. This phenomenon has been long since

observed in other countries. In USA 1~[. Abramovitz calls it "mysterious".

Other economists call it "disembodied".

~sj

l~{y hopeful inference, and I shall later cite other e.\~perience

in support of it, is that, in a given industry, the relationship between inputs

of labour and capital are not as the laws of the Medes and Persians. Coming

to mind is the T.P. Linehan revelation of some years ago that the effective

range in GNP per head in nearly every industry can be impressively in the

ratio of 4: 1. I i~ffer that there must always be a possibility, even in capital-

intensive industries, of increasing numbers of workers engaged, with all

due regard to efficiency, on certain processes. Otherwise: this "m~ex2)lained"

phenomenon seems to happen by accident. What may not be the beneficial

results, i.e. to increased employment, from conscious study, thus economising

the use of the scarce resource, capital?

While official estimates of capital stock, or any estimates for

very recent years, are not available we were fortunate in having access to

ma ESRI office document, prepared by our collcagxtes E.W. Henry and S. Scott,

giving estimates, in considerable industrial detail, of capital stock at const’..mt

(1958) prices at the end of each ),car 1953-1968. Aver£ge employment being

also known we cau aualy se this %u~explaiued" l)hcuomcuo~ by i~dustry. Amon~;st

22 indu,;trial groupa lu the period 1960-19,’;[~, actual exceeded expected bvhat
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we now term "constant rate expected" - CLUE) in all but four cases (interestingly

C~cameries, Drink, Fcrtilisers and Vcl}icles}: The surplus as pcrcentagc of

actual was very large for most other industrial groups, notably in clottfing. The

lack of . obvious relationship between factor input and actual input is so evident

that it is with sometlfing like relief that we discover there is any relation at all.

In fact correlation between actual and CRE in the period was r = . 58.

The most significant conclusion from this part of our ,-u~alysis

is that a large part (and possibly tim greater part) of industrial output in the

Irish upsurge period 1960-1968 eam~ot be aecotmted for by quant-um grouch in

the combination input of labour and capital.

-4

i

J

We also analyse the Hanry - Scott data using the well-knou-n

statistic capital per trait labour as a measure of capital intensity. Our examhlation

has brought to light a most serious aspect of Irish industrial development,

namely the growth of capital compared to mm~power, i.e. the factor shift from

manpower to machinery, and its implications.

Far and away.the most capital intensive industry is Electricity

Supply in 1968 followed, though at long remove by Fertilisers,. Drhfl~, Cen~ent

mid Creameries. Percentage growth in the ratio in 1960-1968 was greatest in

the case of fe~-tilisers. There is not a single exception to the rule of grox~¢h h] the

ratio in 1960-68 ,’rod only two cases of decline (both small) in 1953-1960. Though

1953-1960 was a period of slow industrial growth it is evident that capital intensity

was well on its way. \Vith growth during 1960-1968 there was a considerable

hlcrease in capital intensity: the simple average of the percentage increases

(including negatives) was 38in 1953-19(;0 (7 year chm~ges) compared with 60

in 1960-1968 (8 year changes).
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What is utterly unexpected is the entire absence of relationship

¯ between the increase ii~ the ratio and the aetuul rate of grm~,h’in gross output

amongst the 22 industrial groups. For 1953-1960, r = -.21; for 1960-1968

r = -.27. Both negative signs are perverse; anyway neither value is sig~ifieant

even at tim . 1 null hypothesi s probability level.

The foregoing statistical analysis has shown clearly:-

(i); At the macro level in UK ,q_nd Ireland some three-quarters

of recent growth is mmxplained by qum~tum input of labour

and capital; there is a large proportion of industrial

growfll in Irelm~d not aecom~ted for by factor (capital in

particular) growth.

(2) Capital intensity (in relation to labour) is increasing and

industrywise is unrelated to growth.

Both findings are relevant to a consideration of the role of

physical capital in future economic and, perhaps more important, social

development in Irelm~d. The implications of the second showing are of fundamental

sigmificmme. Both points support our thesis, which is that, as a matter of

national policy, net additions to fixed capital stock be reduced to a minimum,

I.e. that such increase be resorted to only after the most intensive examinaHon

of the potential of existing stock, if necessary with replacements, increased

output being achieved by improved management and labour, increased shKt working,

improved materials, skilled marketing, change of products in accordance with

demand, in fact every ~.levice except net increase in capital. Objections to

increasing capital are maiuly the increasing current cost of depreciation (tending

to increase the competitive cost of the articl.e) and the large import conic!l! of

capital goods u~’md in h’cland inimical to our serious balance of payments problem.
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Would the energy industries p]case hole, and authority for

the vast building industry recognise that m~ny more buildings can be reconstructed
�.

than new-built within a given sum available for capital investment?

1

t

1

i

!

}

All the comment in this section relates to constant price

series of variables. Price inflation is not a direct element here though it

does, of course, s_ffect output, foreign trade ctc, in their physical aspect.

h~flation is an arch-agent for the misdirection of economic activity away

from social optimality.

As to point (i)’ above, the surplus phenomenon is, of course,

J

a good and it is satisfactory to note that Ireland is well to the fore in its

exploitation. All that seems to be required is that the’fact enter the

conscious~ess of plam~ers, public and private. The slogan might be

"much more output is possible from your existh~g capital stock" (apart,

of course, from present depressio)] levels). In this respect individual firms

"would do %,ell to try to imitate their best exemplars, ahvays bearing

in mind the Linehan showing.

.-

. ’ As to (2), increasing capital intensity is a world problem for

which we do not presume to know the m~swer. The marked tendency towards

substitution of machines for labotir is specially grave for Irelm~d with its

endemi.cally high rate of unemployment wlztch (h~eluding unregistered) at

pi-esefit may amount to one-seventh of the work force¯ The tendency is,

of course, good for exporters of capital goods, typically the economically

advanced countries. We had this aspect in mind when earlier we recommended

that Ireland should seek a hrgcr share in heavy industry, if only in its bits

and pieces.
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We are emphatically of the opinion, that existing plm~s for

economic development with their almost exclusive acceptance, of tile profit

motive in the private zone will not solve the Irish unemployment problem,

or lead to even a sizable reduction in the present level durh]g the next few

);ears. To repeat a point made in previous papers: in future planming

emphasis should be on volume of employment rather than on income. As

stated earlier, faced with a choice, we would prefer a situation of a lower

rate of increase of real income per head (including unemployed and

mlemployment pay) and a low rate of unemployment, than the contrary.

personal preferences of the speaker does not matter.

which must bc faced. Drift will not do;

The

I pose the problem

Irelanad’s special problems are so well-lc~own in this gener~[1

regard that tt~ey scarcely require mention. They include the increasing birth-

rate consequent of the increased marriage rate, the near elimination of the

safety valve, of emigration.

There are a number of recent studies on this problem of

the substitution of labour for capital. Though the data they are based on (actual

statistics and other facts for a number of hldividual firms) relate to African

countries at a lower stage of economic development than Irelm~d’s and with

cheaper labour favouring substitution, their findings are relevant for us,

Pack is interesting ill his classification of factory processes (in relation,

of course, to liis problems) and of managements:-

"All pl,ffnts can be characterised by five basic
operations: material rec.eiving, processing,
material hmldliJlg among processes, packaging,
ancl storage of the finished product"

m~lmmm~

"The substitution of lal)our for capital in Kenyan manufacturing" by II. Pack.

The Economic Journal, No. 3.11, 1976
t~Sub~’;litulion o[ ]:tboul: for capital in the foroign scctor: some further evidence"

by R.F. Solomon and D.J.C. Forayth. The Economic dotlrn:tl, 1’,Io. 3dG, 1977.
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Employment possibilities with each of these operations are considered in

detail, As to managers

’% useful typology in analysing the role of managers
is to divide them into two categories: those with
teclmieal training or a background in production
and those without such education or experience’,

It was fom~d tlmt the former class had an open mind as to "the possibility of

¯ using other methods," in particular labour instead of machines. The second

class (with a backgx-ound of marketing and accotmtancy, etc) wcrc very much

more rigorously machine-minded.

"... it should be empha’sised that our investigations
produced no evidence that complies using labour-
intensive methods suffer from lower efficiency or

increased costs"

Pack’ s conclu sions: -

"The two major findings of this shady are: el) there
is considerable variation in feasible efficient production

methods, particularly in pcrifcral operations;
(2) substm~tial gah~s in labour productivity without

capital deepening occur due to the existence of
considerable (disembodied) productivity gains and
the gradual elimination of excess capital capacity
and consequent better utilisation of tl~e labour

attached to that capacity. " ¯

I m~ggest .tlmt Pack’ s methods of h~quiry could be profitably applied by firm’s

themselve’s to their own activities.

¯ ¯ The Solomon-Forsyth paper is a critique of certain aspects

of the Pack paper. The experience reported on relates to Ghanian firms¯

Some heads of the conclusion:-

"The evidence reported here suggests that Pack’s
observation that foreign-owned firms are more
Labour-intensive than indigenous firms may not be
be universal]y va lid. "
"The conclusion to be drawn with respect to the
current shortco:nings of management o[ indigenous

mmmfac turing firm s in less developed c ou ntri c s
clearly SUl)ports Pack’s view o[ this matter."

The Solomon--Forsyth comments do not negtltive Pack’s conclusions as quoted.
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Cone ]u s] on s
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To your obvious question ,’But, what will all this cost ? "The

answer must be the \~g~e one "A lot, if a sizable impact is to be made on ~he

nation’s gravcst social problem." Our erstwhilc collea~le, E. Costa, has,

however, made an estimate of the net cost - i.c. "net" inthe sense of allowing

for the saving in social security payments - SWP’s setting nearly all the

unemployed on special works, r,~mging from £66 to £87 million wIHch are

not large sums under the present afflictlon of inflation. A survey of men

on ~he LR which we conducted in 1975 has shown that 87 per cent would take

a job even if this were lower in pay and skill than their normal job.

Writing on Election Day, the speaker (apolitical in the party

sense but who sets the lfighest value on electoral freedom)has noted the debate

at the husth]gs of the cost of a social plan, conducted at a reasonably sophisticated

level. We ]]ave emphasised that an effective plan must be revolutionary and

costly and will involve sacrifice by all classes, including the poor, particularly

in the direction of income restraint. "Take what you want, said God,and pay."

I do not consider that there is any real difference between the parties

on the issue of the gravity m~d the enormity of this problem. Any differences might

be in priority, method, timing ere but, granted the will, these should be easy

to resolve. The worst of party politics is that differences tend to be emaggerated,

to point the party image. I do not not see much hope of a solution of this problem

unless the political approaeh is practically unanhnous. The new Dail would

afford an admirable opportunity for a tri-party Declaration thus dramatically

taldng the problem out of polities. Nothing would be better calculated to inspire

the people, to obtain their consent to the necessary aacrifiee, the necessary

sharing out.
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Governmental spending with increases, home and foreign,

In the l’~ationa] Debt have been on a vast scale in recent years. Governments

lmve certainly a lot to show for this spending, but can they honestly claim

that it hasbeen as effective as it might have been? Observation goes to

show that it has left the people rather apathetic.

The trouble about parliamentary prodigality is that it

must be all things to all men lest votes be lost.¯ Spendh~g lms to be seen

to be proportionately about equal over all objects. The total sum available

from taxation m~d loan being limited, the spread is too shallow over the

lm~d. Everybody gets something but nobody is much pleased about it. Better

a marked priority at any given thne for a particular object, the first surely

the sizable reduction of unemployment. Such particularisation involves

sacrifice in all other groups, including the poor.

There is nothing new in this idea of parliament’s deliberately

di squalifying it self in c rea~ing extra-par liamentary orga~i sation s with very

large measures of lnandatory power, as distinct from advisory function.

The IDA is m~ outstanding example, markedly success[ul granted its policy

directives. Of course, this policy of devolution creates its democratic

problems; all prudent decision is on a balance of good and bad effects.

I understood a mh~ister recently to say that he would like the whole Budget

to be taken out of the government’s hands. I would not say him nay - if

this is wlmt he meant. Democratic control, i.e. control by the people,

must be absolute. Is it all that good as it is, e~xeept on Election Day ?

The IDA has always been conscious of the employment and

capital aspects of the industries it creates and supports. It has, however,

been criticised for the inadcqt~acy of its policy as rcl;’ards net job creation.
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In fact, in one of the latest issues of IDA News one reads that in 1976 a net

¯ 3,000 e~%ra jobs were created; a net 6,000 -8,000 are expee’ted in 1977

and the Government Green Paper is quoted for the statement that manufacturing

industry is to yield a net 10,000 extra a year in 1976-1980, h~ the same article.

It is stated that the net extra figure was 2,600 a year in 1968-1973. Even when

full allowance is made for induced employment, and for the fact they take no

aecotmt of the possibly increased employment in special works (to be mainly

in agriculture m~d construction), these figures scarcely make suificient impact

on the existh~g unemployment level ,-u~d the prospect of some 60,000 young

people coming on the labour market and to post primary schools every year

in tim near future. But if IDA is critieised for its attraction of too capi~l-

intensive industry, there is substance in its reply that, in a world-competitive

market for industry, it must take what it can get.
. .

t

I have full confidence in according IDA responsibility (toge[:her

with the proposed NMA) for creating employment on an adequate scale on

the economic side i~ future. It must be granted increased funds for this

purpose, frm~kly to induce home and forei~] labour-intensive industries

to start or to increase their activities. I have not the slightest objection to

multinationals or foreign firms, noting tlmt the Irish people have far more

control over their activities here than we have over our investments abroad.

They are here for profit, and more power to them: why should potential

direct investors not be told of a recent US Department of Commerce report

that the average of all UA investment gave a return of 29 per cent ? We shall

love our visitors even more when we are assured that they plough back a

1

substantial part of these t~rofits, that they train and use Irish talent in

higher posts and that t.hey use Irish materials.

__ _ ’*’ r . .
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We do not lumw of the policy constraints, other than money,

u~)der which IDA operate in their system~tie worldwide search for the kind of

things we should be making, mainly for export or for import substitution. If

there are any constraints they should be removed:

cash.

all is possible with enough

As a last word I am reminded of a report by J. Tinbergen to the

UN Far Eastern organ ECAFE. Tinbergen suggested that a list should be made

of the things or groups of things that could be made. Enquiry from mmmfact~rers

would reveal a certain number Of statistical characteristics of each. h~ the Irish

case these might hmlude (1) Irish contribution to investment per person employed,.

(2) world demand, actual, (3) demand prospect, (4) percentage purchase of Irish

materials, (5) dummy variable for general suitability (environment etc), (6)

minimum and maximum scale of operation, and other. By clfopping and changing

the list, subject to the constraints,one would ultimately arrive at a selection of

goods to be made mid the scale of activity for each which ma~dmisc total

employment, subject to the constraints. There seems even to be a ~ice problem

here, as an extension of linear programming, which I co~ffidently commend to

our young mathematicians.

21 June 1977 R.C. Geary.


